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Higher amount of Migration than Emigration 

- Immigration mostly out of Europe and Asia

Arrivals  

Outward 

movements

Migration and 
Emigration

2019 
(2018)

Africa

North and South 
America

European 
Union (EU 28)

Europe 
(without 

EU)

Asia

Australia und 
Oceania

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt

55.000 (55.000)

78.000 (77.000) 98.000 (100.000)

Listed are all inward and outward migration movements in Germany in 2019 (2018). Included are German citizens and foreigners. 

214.000 (219.000)

240.000 
(221.000)

139.000 
(139.000)

7.800 
(7.800)

7.300 
(7.400)

34.000 (37.000)

66.000 (66.000)

689.000 
(644.000)

796.000 
(839.000)
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Figures about Seasonal Work in German Agriculture (30th of June 2020)

Workers in agriculture in Germany: 189.593

…thereof from abroad:                    103.224

…thereof from EU:                            96.172

Top-three countries of origin:

Romania: 59.725

Poland: 31.360

Bulgaria: 1.809

Beyond agriculture there are other industries 

with high numbers of seasonal workers:

- Meat industry 

- Construction industry 

- Private health care

Since free movement for “EU2” PES is not 

playing any significant role in recruitment or 

placement in this sector anymore
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Important Conditions to Improve the Situation for Seasonal Workers 

- Early and reliable information about all aspects of migration

- Multi-channel communication to spread information

- Decision for migration shall be made in awareness of chances 

and challenges

- Recruitment/Placement should be 

• done free of charge for employees and 

• performed to a high degree by EURES-Members and 

Partners

- The NCOs should cooperate closely in placement and beyond

- Pooling is not the best option, 

 instead: known job-offers at known employers

- Employees should know, where to reach out for support and 

advice

- Recruitment projects should have an advisory group involving 

all relevant stakeholders

- Aim should be a sustainable and long-term structure for future 

recruitment
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Challenges in the Recruitment of Saisonal Workers Abroad and

Approaches of the German EURES-NCO 

- To find and address potential employees in the countries of 

origin (What is the best channel)

- To convince employers to take part in such projects

- To develop lean and easy placement tools that 

• can deal with big numbers of employees and 

• still have high measures on quality-jobs 

- To establish a staunch system of labour, health, housing 

authority controls in general

- To develop and provide information in different languages

- Take part in bi- and transnational working groups to develop 

new structures and gain knowledge

- Improve policy advice to support lawmakers in developing 

regulations in order to stop exploitation

- Develop lighthouse recruitment projects as a blueprint

Challenges

Approaches

Landing Page Seasonal-Work
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BA´s guiding principles in international recruitment

* There may remain costs for jobseekers and / or employers that can not be covered by the BA, e.g. for the aquisation of sufficient language skills, visa

procedures, travel arrangements or costs of living. These vary from candidate to candidate and between the different projects.

5

BA-services in job mediation and placement for

international skilled workers are offered in line with

the principles of „fair migration“. That

means BA´s activities for active recruitment, job

mediation and placement are:

Free of charge for jobseekers*

Equal treatment/working conditions

Close co-operation 

with national PES
Following fair migration principals

Clear orientation on demand & supply
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BA´s cooperation with Public Employment Services (PES)

Bilateral relations / knowledge transfer

 Know-how transfer and organised exchange of best practices with partner PES (basis: MoU)

 Support for the establishment and expansion of foreign employment services (e.g. EU Twinning projects)

 Collaboration with, and involvement in international organisations and networks (e.g. WAPES)

 Organisation and monitoring of expert exchanges (peer reviews) on labour market policy issues, labour migration, etc.

 Targeted support for partner countries with EU accession candidate status (e.g. Serbia, Montenegro)

Recruitment of specialists

 Bilateral cooperation agreements for demand-oriented, 
targeted job placement of skilled workers in Germany

 Professional and country-specific placement
agreements (e.g. "Triple Win" for recruiting nursing staff)

 Arrangements for placement in 
unskilled and semi-skilled seasonal 
jobs                                

->  e.g. 2020 Agreement with Georgia on 
Employment of the Georgian Labor Force for 
Seasonal Work in the Federal Republic of Germany 
, ongoing bilateral exchanges with Moldavia and 
the Ukraine

Escape Prevention

 Information and counselling on possibilities of legal 
employment migration (virtual welcome centre, 
multiplier training, "migration counselling centres")
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